5G FIXED WIRELESS, NOW!
Hybrid Fiber-Wireless Millimeter Wave Networks for Gigabit Services

SIKLU'S RADIOS ARE THE MOST DEPLOYED MILLIMETER WAVE SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD

**MultiHaul™**
Point-to-Multipoint
Plug & Play
Street Level Up to 1.8Gb Aggregated

**EtherHaul™**
Street Level
Up to 1 Gb Aggregated

**EtherHaul™**
Rooftop
Up to 10 Gb Full Duplex
That Last Hop Problems? Solved

Our millimeter wave radios were designed for your network’s laso hop. Get to the market fast using an affordable fiber-extension solution, one that is easy to deploy and can provide gigabit services just as reliably as any fiber plant. That’s how you deliver gigabit services, profitably.

Easy Installation with Beamforming

Wireless always requires less investment than fiber. But even compared to other wireless systems we’ve done away with site surveys and tedious link planning. Our new PtMP plug & play radios require no setup or alignment, just a lightning one-person job.

High Capacity & Dense Deployments

Millimeter wave radios use large spectrum to deliver up to 10 Gbps capacity. Their narrow beams are immune to all other signals - that means no jamming, no interference and unparalleled reuse factor. You can deploy as densely as you need, and offer any speeds your customers expect.

Built for Large Scale Deployments

Scaling up 5G fixed wireless networks quickly is essential for justifying the business model. For that you need multi-gigabit capacity, smart planning tools and equipment that can easily scale. There is no better option than Siklu radios for covering new neighborhood. In fact, we’ve had an entire city neighborhood networked in 2 weeks.